HRW Digital Advocacy: #CallitOut

You’ve seen the news: Since Trump’s victory incidents of hate are spiking in the US, elected leaders are rejecting basic human rights standards and our movement is under threat. It underscores the steep decline in global human rights values around the world we've seen recently, perhaps the worst in our history standing up for human rights.

But the crisis presents an opportunity. Human Rights Watch has launched a national effort to #CallitOut and fight back against the people who attack the basic values that define who we are.

How you can help:
- Text “CallitOut” to 82257 to join the campaign
- Share our new video on Facebook or Tweet the campaign

About the campaign:
#CallitOut is crafted for a moment where the defense of human rights in the US and abroad demands urgent attention from the public. The idea is simple: if you see something, say something. It is a call to action reminding people of what must be done to protect the communities we hold dear. When we see rights being violated, by institutions or individuals, at home or abroad, it is incumbent upon each of us to look squarely at these abuses and call them out.

Human Rights Watch is collaborating with the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) to utilize the information provided for national data collection on hateful incidents of harassment.

Learn More:
hrw.org/callitout